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To aid whom it may concern: 
Beit known that I, JoHN R. DAVIs, Jr., of 

Neenah, in the county of Winnebago and State 
of Wisconsin, have invented a new and useful 
Improvement in the Art of Reducing Grain 
to Flour, of which the following is a specifica 
tion. 
My invention has reference to the modern 

method of milling now generally used in this 
country, and known as the “gradual-reduction 
system,’ in which the material is passed 
through successive “breaks' or “reductions’ 
and flour removed from the chop between each 
two reductions, the residue-“middlings' and 

I 5 ““ tailings” —constituting material for the suc 
ceeding break; and it has for its object to effect 
a more thorough and perfect separation and 
grading of the chop or meal as it comes from 
the reducing apparatus preparatory to its sub 
sequent treatment. Heretofore the meal bas 
been sent direct from the break to a bolt or 
bolts, whereby the flour is removed. From 
tihis bolting operation the middlings pass to 
the purifier, while residuum or tailings con 
taining the bran and coarser products of the 
break go direct to the next break without pu 
rification. - 

The improvement consists in renoving the 
flour and finer middlings from the chop or 
meal immediately after each break, and then 
subjecting the entire mass of the residuum 
to wit, the remaining middlings, the bran, and 
the coarse pieces of the un reduced grain—to 
the conjoint actions of sifting and winnowing 
before rebreaking. For this purpose the plan 
I consider preferable is to subject the chop on 
its passage from the reducing instrumentali 
ties to the action of air-currents graduated to 
such intensity as to take out the flour, the 
finer middlings, and of course the dust, after 
which the residuum passes to the head of the 
purifier-shaker, clothed with graded cloths for 
the separation and grading of the remaining 
middlings, and perflated by air drafts or 
blasts as it shakes, whereby the material is 
winnowed while being sifted. The bran and 
coarse particles passing over the tail of the 
shaker may be, and advisably are, subjected 
to the action of still another air-current as 
they fall, and, instead of sending them bodily 
to the next break, this latter air-current may 
be made to separate them into grades, a por 
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tion of which will be suitable for said break, 
while the residue may go to the bran-duster, or 
be otherwise treated or disposed of. 

In the accompanying drawing is represented 
apparatus by which my invention may be 
worked. This apparatus, however, forms sub 
ject-matter of an application filed by me on 
the 21st day of December, 1880, of which the 
present application is a division, and I lay no 
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claim to it herein or to anything now specifi 
cally claimed in Said parent application. 
A is the frame of a purifier, provided with 

any suitable casing. 
B is the shaker, covered with graded bolt 

ing cloth and actuated by means of the cam b 
and pulley b', or in any other ordinary and 
desirable manner. Beneath the shaker are 
pockets C, for the respective grades of mid 
dlings passing through, and from these pock 
ets lead the usual spouts, c, to convey their 
contents to the next operation. Adjustable 
plates or deflectors c' may also be provided to 
turn more or less of the middlings falling from 
the shaker into any given pocket. - 
Above the shaker are compartments D, 

practically one to each underlying pocket, 
Communicating by means of ports d and ad 
justable gates d with the air chamber E at the 
top of the machine, through which a strong 
current is induced by the suction-fan F dis 
charging into the dust-room. 
At the head of the machine, and upon the 

upper side timbers of its frame, is mounted a 
set of rolls, HH, with their appropriate adjust 
ing devices. Other instrumentalities which, 
like the rolls, will discharge or feed a strean 
of material substantially the width of the 
Shaker may, however, be used. Beneath the 
rolls or feeding mechanism is a wind-trunk 
and settling-chamber, H', having converging 
sides and vertical end pieces terminating in a 
Spout, h, at the head of the shaker and extend 
ing practically the whole width thereof. The 
outer side of this trunk, which also forms an 
end piece to the purifier, is built up with 
slats or formed with air-ports h", one above an 
other, slanting inwardly and downwardly, so 
as to prohibit the escape of the falling chop ico 
or meal while admitting air-currents freely, 
and these air-ports are adjustable in size or 
closed at will by means of gatesh. At its in 
ner side the trunk communicates by means of 
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